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The publication of the eighth fascicle of the Dictionary of Old English represents a major technological
advance. The Dictionary of Old English: A to G on CD–ROM is an electronic version of the first eight letters
of the Old English alphabet. It includes the first release of the letter G, containing some 1,319 headwords,
as well as revised versions of the seven previously published fascicles (1986–2004).

Features
•

DOEsearch has been expanded to enable Boolean searches across fields.

•

The DOE is now linked to the online OED2 and OED3 to facilitate seamless
linguistic research.

•

Latin Short Titles and Bibliography: DOEsearch now includes a bibliography
of Latin texts referenced in the Dictionary.

For enhanced capability, the headwords are presented in three formats on the CD-ROM: HTML, SGML
and XML. In addition to making use of Internet Explorer for the display for DOEsearch, the project has
developed a powerful but easy-to-use search engine for the HTML version. A user can search the
Dictionary not only by headword, but also by any of the ten fields that make up a Dictionary entry.
Readers can search on grammatical class, on dialect tags, on elements of headwords, on specific spellings,
on variant spellings through regular expression searches, on Latin lemmas and so on. For example,
scholars interested in poetic vocabulary can search for those words by keying in the phrase ‘in poetry’ in
the OCCURRENCE field. Others interested in the formation of compounds can now discover all the words
ending in the feminine suffix -estre simply by entering ‘estre$’ in the HEADWORD field. A search on the
field labelled LATIN EQUIVALENT will be of particular use to Anglo-Latinists.
There is also a system of hot links in the Dictionary whereby a click on a cross-reference will take the
reader directly to the referred entry or a click on a sense in the schema of a long entry will take the reader
directly to the corresponding definition. Other links provide full bibliographic references for each of the
texts cited within an entry.
In all, the electronic Dictionary of Old English: A to G is a reference tool the capabilities of which provide
the user with a multitude of approaches to an extensive body of text, allowing for new research into the
beginnings of the English language.

System requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PC with minimum 200MHz processor
256MB memory
200MB spare hard drive space
Windows® NT/2000/XP/Vista*
Browser: Internet Explorer 6.0 and up
SVGA monitor: 1024 x 768 pixels preferable
DOE font is required to display the pages properly; it can be downloaded at:
http://www.doe.utoronto.ca/resources/DOE.ttf
Internet connection (in order to link to the OED online properly)
*

Administrator rights are required to install DOEsearch on Windows® NT/2000/XP/Vista
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NOTE: Previous subscribers have been mailed special order forms.
Please submit your order on that form.

ORDER FORM FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Please print this form, complete it, and send it by mail or fax
1
2
3

Orders worldwide should be sent to our Toronto office at the address above.
Orders from outside North America should use Visa/MasterCard only.
Purchasers of this fascicle are entitled to discounts on future upgrades.

Please send me ___ copies of the Dictionary of Old English: A–G on CD–ROM
New subscribers
 Institutions (includes site licence): US$225.00
 Individuals: US$80.00

Shipping, handling, and taxes

 Canada, US: please add $8.00/copy; Canadian customers please add 5% sales tax
 Europe, Japan, and rest of the world: please add $15.00/copy

Payment
 Visa/Master Card

Expiration date

Signature
 Cheque/money order (made payable to Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies)
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